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Who We Are

Ajeenkya DY Patil University (ADYPU), known for its strong emphasis on innovation, is a renowned hub for young learners with entrepreneurial aspirations. We provide an ideal environment for young learners and aspiring entrepreneurs to develop skills for the ever-evolving world and nurture the growth of your startup ventures!
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Academics

Ajeenkya D Y Patil University offers a vast array of unique and innovative academic programs tailored to equip students for success in their chosen fields.
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Center & Initatives

Ajeenkya DY Patil University has collaborated and taken out innovative initiatives in enhancing the overall education experience, giving students amazing hands-on experiences and connections with industry leaders thus and making a positive impact on society. 
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Life at ADYPU

Ajeenkya DY Patil University offers a rich and lively experience with student clubs, recreational activities and dynamic events to nurturing personal growth, leadership development and lifelong friendships.
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Fostering a generation of innovators













Script your own 
 success story



ADYPU believes that every learner is unique with diverse strengths and interests. Our flexible curriculum allows students to explore their potential and choose courses they’re most passionate about. This way, they get to become the architect of their own story!









T-shaped  
 Professional



ADYPU pioneers T-Shaped education by combining specialized expertise with interdisciplinary knowledge to promote versatile, well-rounded professionals. This holistic approach equips students to excel in dynamic, globally connected careers.









The world is 
  your home 



ADYPU has partnered with an extensive array of universities in the US, UK and Europe to create a truly global community. Through our rich immersion programs, students can share their ideas and cultural experiences with their peers. This enables them to shape education with a more global and well rounded future.























 Your next chapter begins here
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Undergraduate

Experience a unique undergraduate education with ADYPU’s dedicated support system, encouraging students to kickstart a career filled with continuous growth and success. 

LEARN MORE
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Postgraduate

Advance your knowledge and specialize in your chosen discipline with ADYPU at the postgraduate level. Equip yourself with in-depth knowledge with exceptional graduate and professional programs.

LEARN MORE
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Doctoral Program

At ADYPU, the highly-intensive Ph.D. experience blends advanced research opportunities, teaching opportunities and specialized global research connections in your chosen domains.

LEARN MORE

























Vibrancy @ ADYPU
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Alchemy, the School of Design’s annual event, is a captivating platform that celebrates the boundless creativity, innovation, and imagination of young designers. With its enchanting ambiance and vibrant atmosphere, Alchemy serves as a melting pot of artistic expression, pushing the boundaries of design and showcasing the diverse talents of emerging designers. At Alchemy, students from the School of Design are given the opportunity to unleash their creative capabilities and present their visionary creations to a captivated audience. 


Alchemy
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The National Moot Court Competition is a prestigious event in the legal realm that brings together law students from across the country to participate in simulated court proceedings. This competition serves as a platform for aspiring lawyers to showcase their advocacy skills, legal knowledge, and ability to argue cases effectively before a panel of judges. Organized by the Law School of ADYPU, the National Moot Court Competition typically involves teams of law students preparing written briefs and presenting oral arguments on hypothetical legal cases. These cases are often based on real-life legal issues, providing participants with an opportunity to engage in rigorous legal research, analysis, and argumentation.


National Moot Court 
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Anveshan, the West Zone Student Research Convention  hosted under the esteemed umbrella of the Association of Indian Universities (AIU), is a beacon of innovation and research excellence set to illuminate the academic landscape.This convention serves as a pivotal platform for budding scholars and researchers from universities across the Western Zone of India to showcase their pioneering projects and visionary ideas.


Anveshan
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#TECH  stands as a dynamic platform at the forefront of celebrating innovation, talent, and creativity across the intersecting realms of technology, sports, and culture. This annual event encapsulates a vibrant fusion of activities, designed to engage participants from diverse backgrounds and interests. From hands-on workshops to technical competitions, cultural performances, and sports events, #TECH offers an unparalleled experience, blending learning, networking, and entertainment.


#tech
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Impetus is an extravagant annual sports event hosted and is known for its exceptional display of athletic prowess and competitive spirit. This event serves as a platform for students to showcase their sporting talents across various disciplines while fostering camaraderie and sportsmanship within the university community. The event features a diverse range of sporting activities, including football, cricket, basketball, volleyball, athletics, badminton, table tennis, chess and many more. 


Impetus 
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Chatori Galli, the annual cultural extravaganza  is a vibrant celebration of culinary diversity, entertainment, and community spirit. This event brings together both students and  faculty, and guests in a dynamic showcase of  lively entertainment. From tantalizing food stalls offering a wide array of cuisines to engaging game stalls that spark friendly competition, Chatori Galli offers something for everyone to enjoy. 


Chatori Galli
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ABLAZE, the annual cultural spectacle  sets the stage on fire with its eclectic mix of talent and creativity. This vibrant event features a series of thrilling competitions in dance, singing, poetry, stand-up comedy, and a dazzling fashion show, showcasing the diverse talents of students. From mesmerizing dance performances to soulful singing renditions and hilarious stand-up acts, ABLAZE captivates audiences with its dynamic showcase of artistic flair. The event provides a platform for students to express themselves and unleash their creativity in front of a live audience.


Ablaze
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The inaugural ceremony of Y20 marked a momentous occasion as the university proudly hosted this prestigious event, having been selected among numerous universities. The event kicked off with a captivating welcome address by the Honorable Vice Chancellor, Prof. Hrridyash Deshpande. His enthusiastic speech set the tone for the event, inspiring today’s youth to drive change and foster innovation. 


Y20 Festival
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October 14, 2023




Halloween @Ablaze 2023








	


October 12, 2023




Impetus- An Exceptional Sports Extravaganza








	


October 26, 2023




Successful Blood Donation Drive








	


April 20, 2022




Chatori Galli: A Cultural Spectacle
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Cooperation, Communication and Connection
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Ignite, Innovate and Impact
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Cultivating Entrepeneurial Excellence


























Stay Connected with ADYPU on Instagram!















































Curious? We’re here to help
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We are a world-class university that prepares students for the global market, with an emphasis on fostering growth through a spirit of innovation.
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 Ajeenkya DY Patil University

D Y Patil Knowledge City, 
 Charholi Bk. Via Lohegaon, 
 Pune - 412105 
 Maharashtra (India)




+91-8956487911






[email protected]



  Office Timings  

Monday to Friday,  9:30 am - 5:30 pm IST, except on public holidays
























Sign up for our newsletter





 





















































Privacy Policy

| 2024 © Ajeenkya DY Patil University. All Rights Reserved
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Application Form 2023-24










Full Name*







Email ID*







Mobile No.*







State*
Select State
State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4








Level of Program*
Select Level of Program
State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4








School*
Select School
State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4








Program*
Select Level of Program
State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4








I agree to receive information regarding my submitted application by signing up on ADYPU*






Register Now
Existing User? Login















